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Fairline - Mirage 29

£1

Description
This is a good example of this very popular river or estuary cruiser, with its single Volvo Penta diesel engine this
makes for economical cruising . With good access around the outside of the boat and all round safety rails the
crew will feel safe when moving around the deck. The boat is well fended to protect the hull when manoeuvring in
close proximity to locks and moorings. This is a popular boat on our river system because of both the cockpit size
and the accommodation with 2 cabins giving ample space for for guests and crew. We believe there is even an
option fitted of converting the backrest for the single bed to a further bunk bed berth. Having been converted to a
soft-top enables the boat to navigate under bridges where the Hard top wouldn't , for example Offord lock is
navigable with this boat. She has a summer canopy which is approximately two years old, and has been cleaned
and proofed in the last month ready for next spring, Plus a canopy sock for storage while Cruising. Currently
fitted is the vinyl winter canopy. I am not sure of the age of this, but it is in excellent condition with no damage.
Having the second canopy will prevent the canvas summer canopy from being constantly damp in the winter and
becoming moldy, reducing the life of a 2k canopy considerably. Accommodation 5 berths in 2 cabins (+2
occasional berths in the cockpit) FORWARD CABIN with 2x single berths in a v-berth arrangement, with infill to
make one double berth, cabin lights, opening forward escape window, storage lockers, and drawers. SALOON
with u-shaped seating and table to port which converts to double berth, opening side windows, 240v sockets, 12v
lighting, and storage space. Opposite to the starboard side is a bench seat that offers a further single bed, 12v
socket, and 240v sockets. Moving aft to HEADS featuring a Chemical toilet, washbasin, shower, and bathroom
cabinet. GALLEY with 2-burner gas hob, oven, and grill, s/s sink with mixer tap, 12v/Mains or gas fridge, 12v &
240v sockets, ample storage including crockery rack and drawers, etc. Steps up from cabin to COCKPIT with
helm position to port featuring various engine instruments, helmsman and navigator’s seats, and full-width aft
bench seat folding out into a double berth or sun pad, removable table, large lifting hatch for access to the engine
room. Additional Information Depth Sounder (Navman) VHF Radio, Two Gas bottles in a storage locker. Bank
walkway Access Ramp. Original sea toilet sold with the boat if required. Brand new Sterling Dual Battery charger
(fitted) Separate diesel heater. (Similar to a lorry night heater) Front window cover/Blackout, Anchor.

Sales status: sold

Manufacturer: Fairline

Model: Mirage 29

Year built: 1985

Length: 8.84 m

Beam: 3.05 m

Condition: Used

Sale Type: Used

Sale: On behalf of customer

Propulsion: Stern-drive

Engine manufacturer: Volvo Penta AD30

No. of engines: 1

HP: 30

Fuel: Diesel

Material hull: GRP

Material deck: GRP

No. of cabins: 2

No. of berths: 5

WC &amp; bathrooms: 1

